John Logan Campbell, Frank Connelly
and Trespiano'
LITERARY EVIDENCE IN BIOGRAPHY

of his death some sixty-four years ago, Sir John Logan
Campbell was widely known as the 'Father of Auckland'. 1 This paternity
few Aucklanders today would dream of disowning. For a settlement without founders Campbell has become the surrogate founding father. Yet
those who so claim him know little of the real man or of the secret side of
his heart and mind. Campbell has remained an ambiguous figure, a
curious fact if one considers how long he lived and what a large part of
this life was spent in the public eye.
On the national ladder, and admittedly this was partly Campbell's own
choice, he never quite reached the top rung as an undisputed nineteenthcentury 'Notable'. As politician and writer he was considered by contemporaries competent, without being distinguished. And if he is better
known today than those whose performance outranked his in Victorian
times, his durable reputation owes much to the persistent popularity of a
single published book, Poenamo, and the somewhat adventitious circumstance of the gift of Cornwall Park to the people of New Zealand.
Among historians his reputation — and here a parallel with another
K.C.M.G., John Hall, comes to mind — remains inflated by the quantity
of papers he left behind. After the missionary period, there is no manuscript collection in Auckland to match the Campbell Papers. This massive
collection of family, business and political papers remains a most important quarry for all who would study the history of the Auckland region in
the last century.
Historians anxious to place a correct estimate on Campbell or his papers
must, however, take two considerations into account. First, extensive
though the papers are, they are also uneven and do not show us the whole
man. With some of the material in the Campbell collection the process of
preservation has been capricious and haphazard. But it must also be
recognized that a great number of files were carefully selected for preservation by Campbell or his executors because they bore upon certain
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vital family and business matters, Campbell's bequest of One Tree Hill,
and the philanthropist's public reputation, which in later years he jealously
guarded. Second, we must appreciate that Campbell took care to ensure
that the correct version of his life, as he conceived it, should pass down to
posterity. What might be considered an authorized version was embodied
in a series of memoranda and in two manuscript autobiographies,
'Reminiscences' and 'My Autobiography; A Short Sketch of a Long Life,
1817-1907'. 2
The 'Reminiscences' in which Campbell recounted his life up to 1871,
were originally written for private reading: 'my private memoires
penned for my two dear girls' 3 (Ida and Winifred Campbell). Poenamo,
was a subsequent version of 'Reminiscences', carefully edited — despite
disclaimers to the contrary — and truncated by lopping off the later (and,
incidentally, more factual and private) 1845-71 period. Campbell was
anxious to disarm more critical readers of this published version by
describing it in the Preface as a collation of 'some "plain unvarnished
tales". . . . Written currente calamo, as it was, and without any pretension
at artistic composition'. 4 In private he persisted with this over-modest
assessment. 'My daughter has told me' he wrote to his old Canterbury
friend James Edward Fitzgerald, 'that you want a copy of Poenamo. Are
you not poking fun at me? It is a book I can fancy your boys liking to read
but to you I thought it would be only twaddle. It was only with great
reluctance I consented to print it.' 5 By writing in this vein Campbell, if
serious, depreciated his not inconsiderable skill to which Joan Stevens in
her introduction to the first modern reissue of Poenamo rightly drew
attention. 6 He was also concealing the time and pains he had taken over
the writing of the manuscript and the reputation as a literary figure on
which he had secretly set his heart.
The second set of memoirs, 'My Autobiography', was dictated to an
amanuensis by Campbell when almost blind and in his ninetieth year.
It carries his account more than 30 years beyond the point where the
'Reminiscences' ended, and in addition has pre-1871 material not mentioned in the earlier memoirs. But where the two versions do cover
common ground and can be checked against independent evidence, the
1907 account (whether because of forgetfulness or design) is the less
reliable. Also, 'My Autobiography', for all its anecdotal charm, must be
recognized as an attempt to remould history; it was a proud old man's
apologia for every important step he took in his long life.
Much as one may regret that, all too often, these two autobiographies
with their errors and distortions have been taken at face value, they pose
no problem to the historian determined to see Campbell in the round.
To the contrary. It is convenient to have the emphasis, however mistaken,
Campbell himself placed on events. One is happy to have his public parade
of attitudes, assumptions, aspirations; to see the items this writer of
memoirs has decided to put in the shop-window, when one has already
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become aware of others he has left under the counter or even, as we shall
see, locked in the strong-room.
Nevertheless in one respect the two autobiographies disappoint. They
give little hint of stirrings beneath a serene surface. In almost a thousand
pages Campbell chose to reveal remarkably little about himself. Motive
and inner life are rarely mentioned. The private face was carefully turned
away from what George Eliot once termed the 'hard curiosity' of posterity.
The genial urbane tone of the two accounts projects a personality at
odds with that which the researcher, looking elsewhere, begins to piece
together. The longer one examines the minutiae of the Campbell business
and family records, the more the venerable Father Christmassy image
recedes like the Cheshire cat. In its place another and more interesting
Campbell takes shape; complex, a man of hidden depths. We encounter
an immensely industrious and competitive businessman drawn, in all
features of his life, to rigidly self-disciplined behaviour; a high achiever
seeking to impose on partners, employees, friends and family his own
rigorous standards. And since few people were driven as he, they inevitably
failed to stay on — perhaps even reach — the heights where his expectations
had placed them, and estrangement followed. An unhappy pattern,
repeated over many years.
This much we learn. Yet there is a limit to what correspondence and
non-committal reminiscence can tell of the workings of the mind of this
intense reticent man. Fortunately the historian has the chance to penetrate
more deeply since Campbell tried his hand at creative writing. There, more
than anywhere else, I believe, Campbell was less self-consciously on guard
and laid bare more of himself and of his values. 7
This is particularly so in the case of 'Trespiano', his unpublished novel.
Two features mark it off from his other work, both of which help to make
it unusually revealing. First, it was begun in a mood of resentment towards
a particular person (who is represented under a thin disguise in the plot)
and it was reactivated and compulsively completed when the author was
under great mental stress. Secondly, the original version was not subject
to revision.
Six of the 39 chapters of this 85,000 word manuscript were written during
1879 and early 1880. Then the crisis arrived which caused Campbell feverishly to dash off the remainder in little over a month. In 1880, a cable came
to Auckland summoning Campbell to London because his daughter, Ida,
probably the being whom he loved best in the world, was dying there of a
kidney complaint. 8 Within a few days, Campbell had crossed the Tasman
and moved on to Melbourne where he caught the P. & O. steamer.
Later, he recalled his anguish. 'Oh that terrible journey home, the heartbreaking telegrams that awaited me at the different calling-places en route.
To kill the time I wrote incessantly at 'Trespiano' without intermission,
my Tale of Florence. . . .' 9 At the foot of the last page of the manuscript
Campbell inscribed:
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All written save the first six chapters on the voyage home from Auckland. The composition deadened the pain and killed the time which had to be bridged over before 1
could reach my child lying stricken unto death.
And she died the day before my manuscript was finished. And this is what awaited my
arrival at Brindisi — too late, too late.
J.L.C.io

Here and elsewhere there is hard evidence that Campbell wrote with
unusual spontaneity and under great emotional stress; precisely those
conditions under which an author would be most likely to expose his inner
nature. And what he wrote without inhibition largely remained. He revised
very little, recopying the pencil notes while wintering in Rome from
1880 to 1881.11 There was no thought of publication.
This decision brings us to the other singular feature. On his return to
Auckland, Campbell locked the manuscript in the firm's strong-room.
Twenty-five years later he was still speculating that it 'may some day see
the light as my posthumous book. It remains meanwhile perdu because the
hero is Frank, the true Frank as I had by that time discovered, and who
does not appear in too estimable a light in my story.' 12
Frank is Pierce Francis Connelly, about whom more in a moment.
In 1880 Campbell was quite explicit as to his reason for locking away his
tale. On the title page of the manuscript he wrote ' "Trespiano" if now
published would be unmistakably individualise a now living sculptor in
Florence, and there might be attached to his name the not over-amiable
character which has been drawn.' 1 3 Campbell went on to express the
opinion that to publish 'would hardly be just and fair'; a view hard to
square with his conviction that the hero as depicted was 'the true Frank'.
More must now be said about the Frank Connelly 14 individualized in
'Trespiano'. For thirteen years, between 1856 and 1871, Campbell lived
in Europe as a wealthy expatriate supported by the profits of the firm of
Brown & Campbell which was run by resident junior partners in Auckland. 15 Campbell's happiest years were those he spent in Florence, with
his wife and three young children, between 1864 and 1867.
Shortly after settling there, he met a young Anglo-American sculptor,
Frank Connelly. Frank was swarthily handsome, vivacious and companionable. What was perhaps the most intense friendship of Campbell's life
began. In 1864 'Logan' (as the sculptor called Campbell) was 47 and Frank
22.16 But the dividing generation was no obstacle. The relationship was
one of patron and protege. Frank's prowess as painter and sculptor, his
dedication to art impressed the older man, who had developed during his
continental wanderings an intense and romanticized enthusiasm for the
fine arts.
Years later Campbell described the sculptor's small studio, by the
Piazza San Spirito, as 'my place of refuge', 17 for there Campbell spent
many hours, often daily, talking to Connelly and watching him work.
They exchanged visits frequently and, as ardent pedestrians, spent much
leisure time together walking along the Lung' Arno and through the streets
and parks of the old city. Campbell considered Connelly a 'true genius',
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but as 'yet only on the threshold of his work and fame'. 1 8 He must be
encouraged. Loans were made at low rates of interest, one of which enabled
the sculptor to shift to a larger studio in the Via Nazionale. 19 Financial
assistance freely given and received was less the basis of friendship than
its spontaneous expression.
Early in 1867 Campbell's only son, Logie, died in Florence during an
epidemic; a sad loss for Campbell. The child was was buried in the English
Cemetery at the Piazzale Donatello. 'And there lies buried in that little
grave,' Campbell told his two daughters, 'the poor Papa's hopes that to
him had been born a son who would be his pride and pleasure in his
declining years and to whose care the name of his Firm would have been
handed down to another generation. . . . And thus it is that our fondest
hopes and dearest aspirations are ever and again doomed to a bitter
disappointment'. 20 With this bereavement, Campbell said, 'we felt ourselves completely unhinged', 21 'the brightness of that Florence home was
gone'. 22 He fled forever the city that now had such bitter memories.
By this time, the friendship between Connelly and Campbell was very
close. Connelly's signature was on Logie's death certificate, 23 and the
sculptor was asked to model the bust of the dead child before his interment.
At this stage all was affection and trust between the two friends. Campbell
recorded that as the train bore him and his family away from Florence on
7 May 1867 Frank and his sister Adeline stood on the platform 'with
sorrowing hearts'. 24
In 1876 Campbell's wife went abroad from New Zealand with the two
daughters, Ida and Winifred, to complete their education. 25 The solitary
Campbell living, so he put it, in 'grass-widowerhood', learned that
Connelly was at a loose end in America. 26 Resuming his patron's role,
Campbell invited the artist to come to Auckland and use his home as a
base to visit and paint in other parts of the colony.
About this stage, some time in 1877-8, either just before, or in the
earlier months of Connelly's visit, Campbell wrote a 30,000 word novelette,
My Visit to Waiwera-Baden: And Things that I have Seen and Read and
Thought and Heard in Passing through the World,21 which was later published anonymously as the Christmas supplement to the 1878 New Zealand
Herald. As this story tells us so much about how Campbell felt towards
the artist before they fell out in 1878 we must look at it more closely. On
the surface it seems only a light-hearted and deliberately loose-jointed
romance. Spliced into a sentimental love-story — with the ritual poignant
death from consumption — are jokey digressions told in contemporary
slang idiom, literary allusions, side-swipes at the pretensions and lack of
breeding of Auckland's upper crust, and anecdotes of 'far-distant lands' 28
directly lifted from Campbell's journal accounts of his life and travels
abroad.
The most unusual feature of this story, however, is that the hero named
'Frank' is quite recognizably Frank Connelly. The author obviously has
the highest regard for 'Frank'. He is 'every inch the gentleman . . . of metal
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that carried the true ring, irrespective of the handsome outward form which
Nature had kindly given him . . . and in spite of all the favours Nature had
heaped upon him, he was singularly unspoiled, unselfish, and noble and
[had] a bright, joyous temperament, that won him friends on all sides.' 29
But while attempting to make his way in the colony he had got into
difficulties. 'Frank had gone full bang on a rock, and was now on his beam
ends'. At this point we have the Florence experience transferred to a
New Zealand setting. An older friend of Frank, a shrewd but kindly
businessman who recognizes the young man's sterling worth, takes pity.
'You have got yourself into a business mess. . . . I am going to take you
out of [it].' 30 This unnamed patron (Campbell flimsily disguised) gives him
a fresh start, advancing him money to pay off all his debts which are,
in effect, absorbed in the one loan to be repaid at a low rate of interest.
Through this generosity Frank is able by the end of the story to attain
true love and happiness.
My Visit to Waiwera-Baden is an unusually revealing work. It tells us
much about the state of the Campbell-Connelly friendship at the time of
their reunion in 1877. Novelistically, Campbell showed his confidence in
the younger man's integrity and his quiet satisfaction with his own position
as patron. And it seems that after Connelly arrived in Auckland on
12 August 1877,31 Campbell had at first little reason to go back on his
earlier opinions. 32 Connelly was lionized in the colony as 'the eminent
sculptor'. 33 Campbell, who considered himself in a cultural exile, welcomed
the company of one whose presence reminded him of a former European
existence which had, by now, an unassailable — because idealized —
place in Campbell's imaginings. Frank seemed grand company painting
away on the glassed-in verandah of Campbell's home, 'Logan Bank',
where another guest, Anthony Trollope, had ground out his morning
quota of lines five years before. 34 Frank helped to choose Sunny Point in
nearby Parnell as the site of Campbell's fine home-to-be, 'Kilbryde'. 35
And it was the agreeable sculptor who, as go-between, was able quickly
to talk around the owner William Swainson, generally stubborn and
crotchety on matters of business and law, into letting the land go for £ 1,000.
But the relationship soured. True to his nature, Campbell had unreal
expectations of his guest; he could neither see nor accept him for the
fallible human he was. The inevitable disillusionment set in.
As so often with Campbell, discord arose out of matters of money.
Connelly who had sold few sculptures in recent years, 36 was hard up, and
needed to resume borrowing, as he did lightheartedly, from Campbell.
Indeed he had to rely on drafts from Campbell to finance his travels
through New Zealand, and even to pay for his passage back to Italy.
After Connelly had left Auckland a series of minor but exasperating
accounts run up by the visitor continued to come to Campbell. 37
Campbell footed the bills. But it was the friendship that really paid the
price. Bohemian improvidence which Campbell had overlooked in
Florence as an aspect of the artistic soul when Connelly was in his twenties,
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he found harder to take in the Auckland environment with Frank approaching forty. Ability to pay one's way was, for Campbell the businessman,
the touchstone of moral correctitude. By this test Connelly fell short.
The idealized Frank of My Visit to Waiwera-Baden had no existence
outside the pages of the novelette. Disenchanted, Campbell came to see
him as selfish and unprincipled.
But so long as Connelly was in the colony Campbell nursed this changed
opinion to himself. Connelly was unaware of it when his patron persuaded
him to go to Sydney in April 1878 and enter the competition for the Mort
Memorial Statue. 38 Connelly's model won the prize of £500 and the
opportunity for the sculptor to earn more on his return to Florence where
he could complete the full statue in bronze.
It was at this moment of triumph that Connelly was shocked to learn
the extent of Campbell's hitherto hidden, festering displeasure. When the
result of the Mort competition was announced, Campbell as President
of the Bank of New Zealand, cabled the manager of the Sydney branch,
E. R. Holt, bidding him to impound the £500 prize-money before Connelly left the Antipodes, in order to defray some of his indebtedness to
Campbell which, by this time, was rising £2,000. But, according to Holt,
'Connelly had refused to adopt means to put matters right and shown
himself too clever by half,' and after 'high words had passed between
them' left Sydney without surrendering his prize-money. 39 Campbell was
furious with Connelly, and believing 'that he had shown an ungrateful not
to say heartless spirit for all [Campbell's] kindness to him, . . . washed his
hands of him.' Connelly felt equally wronged. Had he given up his prizemoney he felt he would have been 'cast adrift without means among
strangers'. A mutual friend reported to Campbell that Connelly was deeply
grieved at the estrangement and mystified as to its cause. 'He seemed very
much affected at the loss of your good opinion, and told me how much he
was indebted to you in the past and the intimacy which had subsisted
during the past 15 years.' In low spirits the sculptor boarded a ship at
Melbourne late in 1878 to return to Florence 40 where he was said to have
immersed himself in his work during the following year. 41
In the same year Campbell also re-entered the field of self-expression,
in his case by beginning 'Trespiano', whose hero-villain, a half-American
sculptor, Carlo, was in every significant way identical to Connelly. But,
whereas in the 1878 novelette the Connelly-figure received tolerant compassion, stern retributive justice was to be his reward in 'Trespiano'. We
should anticipate one curious feature of the novel before it is analyzed
below: the three years of Carlo's life the novel covers are exactly those of
Connelly's during the years of his close friendship with Campbell in
Florence between 1864 and 1867, that is, spanning his twenty-third to
twenty-sixth years. This was no coincidence.
When Campbell was forced by his daughter's illness to return to Europe
in 1880 he decided to spend the winter in Rome. On the way there he
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visited Florence and resumed the relationship with Connelly. Although
the two men were no longer the close friends they had once been, Campbell's hostility had, surprisingly, gone. He gave Connelly orders for a
marble bust and an oil painting of Ida. 42 He also offered him the grandest
commission he had ever received, signing a contract by which Connelly
undertook for £11,600 to sculpt and construct a multi-figure fountain to
adorn the public park (the One Tree Hill estate) which Campbell had
decided to bequeath to New Zealand. 43 The fountain, however, was never
built, and this caused a further quarrel. 44 Connelly, characteristically, did
not keep to the agreed schedule of construction, yet, also characteristically,
pressed for progress payments. Campbell, whose financial position had
undergone a drastic reversal between 1881 and 1884, had recourse to the
letter of the law and seized upon these undoubted laches to cancel the
contract. Though both Campbell and Connelly lived on for many years
they were never reconciled.
Let us now return to 'Trespiano' with this factual background of the
Campbell-Connelly relationship in mind. Action is seen mostly through
the eyes of an unnamed middle-aged Scot nicknamed the 'Solito Signore'
whose identification with Campbell is unmistakable. The young artist
Carlo is even closer to his original. Carlo is depicted as a 'heaven-born
sculptor'. 45 But though 'Genius is stamped upon his forehead', according
to the narrator who spends many hours in Carlo's studio, the sculptor is
flawed. Perhaps he came to success too early: 'some patron's hand has
been assisting him, and bridging over the first starting difficulties which
so often kill the rising artist'. Carlo is impractical, selfish ('Time sooner
or later reveals the cloven hoof of no heart'), reputed to be 'burning the
candle at both ends', and absorbed 'within the magic circle of free morals'
of the Florentines.
The plot shows him playing a double game, pursuing a clandestine affair
with a beautiful peasant girl of Trespiano, Beata, while seeking to 'instil
the poison of his love into the veins of a new victim', Hildegard, the
daughter of a Scottish-born Contessa. 46 Eventually the carefully separated
strands of the sculptor's life become entangled and the two women learn
of each other's existence. Once Carlo's duplicity is exposed he is rejected
not only by Hildegard whom he hoped to marry, but by his peasant girl
as well. Yet he is far from heart-broken. The narrator tells us: 'I know
no man to whom Time was a more speedy consoler. . . . I knew that his
suffering would be infinitesimal.' 47 But he is punished. Shortly after, Carlo
is stabbed during a quarrel with a porter at the Florence Railway Station
and dies on the platform. In a stagy postscript chapter Hildegard marries
a young marchese, and Beata, belatedly recognized as noble-born, enters
upon an unmarried but honoured existence in Florentine society.
The story is strongly personal and not just because of its depiction of
Connelly. Campbell drew heavily upon his own European experiences.
Most of the action takes place in 1859 at Florence and Bagni di Lucca,
places where Campbell was living at that time. The contessa, of Perthshire
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extraction like himself, has as her fine Tuscan home, the same Villa
Capponi, in which Campbell's twins (Logie and Winifred) were born in
1864.

'Trespiano' is readable. Campbell shows some power of imaginative
invention and effectively conveys the charm of the leisured life of the
Anglo-American community of Florence and Bagni. The novel is modelled
upon the kind of European romance written by Thomas Adolphus
Trollope 48 and Charles Lever (both friends of Campbell in Florence) and
others, that enjoyed a vogue in the mid-century. But 'Trespiano' is too
slight to qualify as serious fiction. Chapter headings — 'A strange rencontre', 'As straws fly upward', 'In maiden meditation fancy free' 'The
biter bit' etc., etc. — indicate its melodramatic flavour. It has many of the
trappings of the Victorian high-life romance: family secrets, puzzling
disappearances, unlocking of old mysteries, faithful factors and fostermothers, events pointing up morals, and poetic justice at the end.
But there are also faults which are seemingly Campbell's own and not
of the genre. Most of the action is seen through the eyes of an ever-present
narrator writing in the first person. Yet other parts exclude the narrator,
and are told in the third person by an invisible witness. In this way we are
able to observe the unspoken thoughts of Carlo and are privy to action
the narrator could not possibly know. Such a shift in point of view,
unexplained, breaks the unity of the novel, and suggests Campbell had not
his technique of narration under control. A glance at My Visit to WaiweraBaden shows this was not necessarily the case. He warned readers there that
he would not 'be fettered by any known rule' and 'would j u m p about backwards and forwards, here, there, and everywhere, even as my inartistically
erratic pen chose. . . . At one time you will find me writing " I " , at another
"we", and sometimes neither one nor the other.' 4 9 In 'Trespiano' this
technically self-conscious writer knew what he was about. It was essential
to his purpose that he should be, in Flaubert's phrase, 'God in creation',
seeing and telling all of the protagonist's inner nature so that none of
Carlo/Connelly's imperfections, which are the focus of the novel, should
escape notice. Nor is Carlo's death, which may appear at first sight a
naive device to eliminate from the plot an inconvenient character, to be
regarded as evidence of Campbell's inability to go beyond the melodramatic contrivances of the poorer fiction of the day. 50 I hope to show
that if we look at the novel below surface level, killing off Carlo was a
consistent and logical element in the author's train of thought.
The question the reader of 'Trespiano' has to decide is whether it is, or
is not, to be taken at face value as a conventional romance. Was it, as
Campbell seemed genuinely to believe, written, even if at great intensity,
simply to 'deaden pain and kill time'? Or do the unusual circumstances
of its composition call, as I have implied, for an examination at a deeper
level?
Consider these points. For a writer to begin a novel which has a hostile
portrayal of a person with whom he has recently and bitterly quarrelled
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is suggestive of unusual literary motivation. The most obvious explanation
is the need to transfer and work out a painful feeling of resentment.
Equally significant is the response of Campbell to the second and greater
psychic tension to which he was subject for six weeks in 1880 on learning
of his daughter's illness. Powerless to act in any positive way, he took up
his novel once again and wrote 'incessantly' and 'without interruption'.
Writing a novel under the compulsions of still-unresolved hostility,
anxiety, grief, and (perhaps) sense of guilt can scarcely be regarded as
providing uncomplicated relief for a man with time on his hands. Are we
not left with the classic instance of psychological transference where a
victim of extraordinary personal pressure channels energy into an activity
(in this case novel-writing) which engages him emotionally but less
painfully, thereby making life bearable?
If we are prepared thus to regard 'Trespiano', Carlo can no longer be
seen as a mere character invented for a novel. He becomes the scapegoat
who symbolically resolves and bears away two sets of tensions; Campbell's
repressed hostility towards an ingrate and his grief over his daughter.
Such an interpretation holds even though Carlo/Connelly's unprincipled
behaviour takes a fresh guise in the novel where it is expressed in the
deception of trusting women, not of trusting benefactors. At a symbolic
level the shift is after all relatively slight. The emotional equation of sexual
and business morality would be much more apparent in Victorian times
when women had still, in socio-legal terms, a property connotation.
Further, by shifting Carlo's shortcomings to an area of social behaviour
where, it seems, the standards of Connelly were not open to reproach,
Campbell could, perhaps subconsciously, still any feeling of guilt that he
was directly attacking the real sculptor. Such a fictional self-deception
would be necessary for Campbell, who, as a patron of the arts, often expressed the view that art was the highest form of endeavour and its
practitioners must be encouraged and respected.
Campbell's long-standing aspirations suggest that 'Trespiano' can be
regarded from yet another viewpoint. He never concealed his conviction
that two obstacles stood in his path towards self-fulfilment: his increasingly
unbreakable obligation to remain in the colony, and dissatisfaction with
his colonial role as businessman and public figure.
From his earliest days in Auckland he saw his career as colonial merchant
as no more than a means to a more satisfying end. 'My greatest ambition'
he confided to his father in 1847, 'has ever been to make money enough
to travel through the world — one grand long tour extending over three
years to see and mingle with every nation & country; and then on settling
down for life there is food for the mind and reminiscences to dwell upon.' 5 1
But in fact the grand tour he made through Asia and Europe between
1848 and 1850 had 'not satiated . . . only whetted' his appetite for travel,
as he confessed to an old Edinburgh friend on his return. 'So if I live and
prosper I will again be a wanderer.' 52
Life in Auckland over the next seven years was irksome. Much as
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Campbell admired the beauty of the New Zealand landscape, he resented
his isolation from European culture. Political prominence as provincial
superintendent and as cabinet minister did not compensate. It was not his
choice. 'I had greatness thrust upon me,' he complained 'when poor
modest I would rather have been a nobody wandering over the Continent.' 53 By 1856 his business affairs had become so profitable that he
could prepare to go abroad once again, this time, he 'firmly believed' for
'a great many years'. 54 The cut when made was decisive. On the same day,
16 September 1856, he both resigned his seat in the House and scrambled
out of the Superintendent's chair. His relief at his 'liberation', as he put it,
was enormous. 'Yea verily I am another man. I am no longer as one
walking under a nightmare. There is a heavy weight lifted off me. In fact
I feel as the French girls do when they get married, and with them exclaim
'Je suis libre!' Already I smell the Alpine firs and see the glaciers. . . .
Hooray for the mountains and freedom! Away, far away from all the
thrice disgusting pollution of Auckland politics.' 55
Within two months Campbell left Auckland and , apart from a grudging
visit in 1861-62 to straighten out a business tangle, did not return until
February 1871. During this European existence he learned to apply his
own brand of hedonism, living in comfort in picturesque resorts in Italy,
Switzerland, France, Scotland, and England, undergoing a pleasurable
programme of cultural self-improvement. The high point in this existence
was the stay of three years in 'that sweet captivating city of Florence.' 56
'Who could not but love it! It ever was my favourite city.' 57 Campbell
spent many hours visiting historic spots, churches, palaces and galleries.
It was 'in loving remembrance' 58 that he later recalled the Uffizi and Pitti
Galleries. 'Why it's worth half a dozen years life just to know the contents
of that little room the Tribune in the Uffizi.' 59
A return to Auckland had to be made to retrieve the fortunes of the firm
of Brown Campbell & Company in 1871. But what he imagined would be
no more than a five-year stint, to Campbell's dismay, 60 dragged on.
In the 1870s he found it harder than before to reconcile himsslf to life
in Auckland. The sense of being an outsider in colonial society was stronger
than ever. Self-consciously the grandson of a baronet, Campbell had always
felt alienated by birth from most of his fellow-settlers. But life abroad had
stamped on Campbell a cosmopolitan outlook, and a refinement of taste
and manners that few in the colony shared, and this further reduced the
common ground he held with the so-called leaders of Auckland society.
'I come back and lo! I find those I left here so long ago, rich in wealth but
poor indeed in a knowledge of the world, its ways, its beauties, its wondrous works, its great past remains, its historical monuments'. 6 1
Nor was he proud of the business which kept him trapped in Auckland.
Its increasing emphasis on liquor and tied hotels, he explained, 'brought
me in personal contact with publicans and sinners, which many of them
were against the law'. 62 References he made over the years to what he
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called 'a vile business' leave no doubt as to how it filled him with shame —
'disgusting', 'fettering', 'disagreeable', 'distasteful', and 'dirty work'.
Running parallel to Campbell's distaste for his business role and his
view of Auckland as a cultural desert was his hankering for artistic
activity. After his European experience he had a great respect for art and
was anxious to encourage it in Auckland. In 1878 he set up and continued
to finance for eleven years a 'Free School of Design', of which the present
School of Fine Arts in the University of Auckland is the lineal descendant. 63
It was in character, too, that Campbell should react to his sense of deprivation in Auckland, personal as well as cultural, after the departure of the
family in 1876 by turning to the artist locked up within him. First he drew
up plans for his fine new house 'Kilbryde', and then he turned to literary
activity, which was now becoming his form of artistic expression. In the
later 1870s he used much of his free time in completing 'Reminiscences',
preparing the manuscript for Poenamo, writing My Visit to WaiweraBaden (in the context of Campbell's uncertainty about where he should
live and what he should do, this fictive place-name dramatizes the dichotomy of his life), and, as we have seen, in composing 'Trespiano'. In all of
these works, there is evidence that a kind of unresolved equation had
taken shape in Campbell's mind: on the one side, Europe/Florence/Art/a
refined existence; on the other, Auckland/exile/money-making/security/a
lesser existence. Between these two worlds he seemed perpetually suspended.
How does this dilemma relate to 'Trespiano'? The centrality of Carlo
becomes much more apparent. The age given to Carlo in the first chapter
'two or three and twenty' was not merely Connelly's age on the occasion
he met Campbell in Florence in 1864, but that of the young ship's-surgeon,
Dr John Logan Campbell, when he made his way to New Zealand in
1839-40 to the unsatisfying commercial career which would absorb him.
Campbell's affectionate generosity towards Connelly — lending money
to enable a shift to a larger studio, encouraging, praising — suggests that
Campbell had not merely acted as patron but had also adopted a father's
role towards the artist. As a father-figure he sought, as parents often do,
a second chance; an opportunity vicariously to remake his own life as an
artist.
But Carlo/Connelly, as 'Trespiano' represented him, proved not worthy
of his patron's sacrifice or ambition. He was as 'unstable as the wind'. 64
The Solito Signore (Campbell's alter ego) was 'no match for his opponent
[Carlo]. He was not gifted like him with that subtlety of conscience which
says to itself the end justifies the means, or perhaps he might have checkmated him'. 65 Ingratitude must have its retribution, however. The death
of Carlo becomes more than poetic justice in accordance with the conventions of melodrama but an essential ritual execution. By killing off
Carlo at 25, Campbell expresses the view it would have been better
had Frank died then — 'when we left Florence in 1867'—-before he revealed
his frailty and destroyed an idyllic relationship.
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But does not the fictional burial of Carlo say more? We are told he 'lies
buried for ever in the Campo Santo Inglese, the tombstone facing Fiesole
and the Appenines beyond.' 66 The description is remarkably similar to
that of the burial place of Logie in the 'Reminiscences': 'Our lost darling
sleeps in the Campo Santo Inglese of Florence looking away towards
Fiesole's sunny slopes and the Appenines beyond.' 67 If we reject the view
that Campbell was a self-copyist deficient in verbal invention, then this
virtual repetition of the phraseology used in the memoirs written four
years earlier tends rather to suggest an unconscious train of thought such
as this: 'Why not Connelly, instead of my son! Innocent Logie . . . now
innocent Ida, taken. . . . Yet unworthy Frank lives on.'
The novelist-god reorders unjust reality. In 'Trespiano' it is not the
Campbell children but Carlo/Connelly who dies.
One may further speculate whether the killing of Carlo in the psychodrama that 'Trespiano' in one sense became, did not also signify the
resolution of those other tensions formerly distressing Campbell: his
hankering for artistic fulfilment and for life in Europe. Carlo certainly
represented in Campbell's mind artistic creativity. One must also seriously
speculate upon the possibility, though not positively assert, that Carlo
also represented for Campbell, as artist manque, his own persistent
ambition for a non-commercial role in Europe.
Viewed in this light, the discrediting of Carlo in the novel fictionalized
the dispelling, during Connelly's 1877 visit, of the extravagant expectations
he had of the sculptor and the ending of his romantic illusions about the
social role of an artist. Genius is 'a dangerous animal'. 6 8 'The weak point
of all geniuses' is that they are 'unstable'. 'Providence generally deprives
Geniuses of that article called wisdom teeth.' And of the symbolic artist
Carlo: 'His many parts and accomplishments were all of the head and not
of the heart and without the influences of the latter coming to the front in
any character, however brilliant, in vain can that character be one to receive the love and true friendship from others.' The message of the novel
is what Campbell has learnt from his recent experience: it's far better to
be an ordinary person relating justly to people than it is to be an artistic
genius. And it is significant that with the completion of the novel died not
only Carlo but also all evidence of Campbell's fretful anxiety to get back
to Europe to live, and of his own ambition vicariously to assume the artist's
role through Connelly or anyone else.
How far these speculations about the nature of this novel may be
pressed must remain open to doubt. Yet Campbell's decisive actions in the
five months following upon his finishing of 'Trespiano' and his arrival in
Europe in October 1880 can help to guide us.
The winter spent on the continent, 1880-1881, was, clearly the great
disjunction in Campbell's later life. It was then that, after forty years, the
die was cast once and for all. All ambivalence about where he should live
henceforth was at an end. Quickly he committed himself, and irrevocably,
to ending his days in the colony. 'I turn my back for the last time and for-
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ever upon this Northern Hemisphere' he wrote from Rome to Connelly. 69
The mere fact of his writing to Connelly is equally significant. Once the
novel had been finished Campbell was able, as we have seen, to resume,
though at a much less personal level, his relationship with Connelly. The
bitter resentment towards the younger man that had consumed Campbell
two years before had gone. Campbell had emerged from the grief and strain
of later 1880 astonishingly intact. What part of the cure, we may well ask,
came from the catharsis of the novel?
For Campbell a new public ambition had arisen to replace the former,
private, self-indulgent one. Shortly after Ida's funeral, Campbell summoned
his old friend, the lawyer Thomas Russell, now resident in London, to
draw up a fresh will in which he bequeathed his Maungakiekie estate, One
Tree Hill, as a public park to the people of New Zealand. Accumulating
funds superfluous to the upkeep of the park, he informed Connelly, were
'to go to adorn but not crowd it with works of art in bronze and marble
from the great ancient and modern masters. When the Park has been so
adorned, the funds accumulating are to be expended in an Art Gallery
Building within which Painting and Sculpture shall find a fitting abiding
place.' 70 And, as we have seen, a rehabilitated Connelly was not excluded
from the 'great work' as Campbell called it. He was to sculpt the fountain
that was to be the artistic centrepiece of the Park.
It is interesting to speculate whether Campbell's ultimate conception
of the One Tree Hill Estate, embellished with statuary, olive groves and
European-style trees, yet dominated by the vestigial earthworks of the
historic Maori pa, 71 might be seen as the physical synthesis of his previously
contending European and Auckland existences.
R. c . J.
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The publishing event of 1976,
and not for historians only,
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